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FLOWER SEEDHOUSE.SS CATALOGUES FOR MY 7 
USTOMERS IN 1900. / 

“THOSE who receive a copy of this book have either sent an order the past season for my Flower Seeds, or their names have been sent 
me by some friend who said they were interested in beautiful flowers. If you wish copies sent to friends who have never planted 

my seeds, I will do so with pleasure, on receipt of their address, FREE of charge. 

Always send money by one of the following methods. Post Office Order, Express Money 
i OW TG R EM I T M 9 N EY. Order, Registered Letter or Bank Draft, and if the order is lost or stolen, your money ce 
safe—4! especialiy request my customers to remit money in this way, and I will allow you to select seeds to the cost of the Money 
Order, Registered Letter or Draft, providing your order amounts to 50 cents. Do not send postage stamps, unless you have no other 
way of remitting amount; and when you do, two-cent denomination preferred, and Register them. If money is sent any other way 
than specified above it is at the risk of the sender. Gur Canadian patrons need have no hesitancy about remitting Canadian stamps, as 
we receive them the same as cash —at full face value. 

PGOSTP Aj D All seeds sent postpaid and safe arrival guaranteed; all orders received to the amount of $1.50 and upwards will- 
» be forwarded by Registered Mail to purchaser’s address, which costs me 8 cents extra, but insures the safe arrival 

of your seeds. Please sign your name and full address on each and every letter you send. 

. - Customers will please note I state number of seeds in a packet, which will enable 
Quantity of Seed in a Packet. those wishing to plant borders and beds of a certain length or size to calculate the 
number of packages required. Ful! Count Guaranteed. No less quantity than a package can be sold. 

30 CENTS soucsiss Sacacine to ONE DOLLAR; {5 CENTS “'licniuns 50 CENTS. 
This eh acatg cee e the same as 30 per cent. discount, but must be selected in seeds and order for premium must accompany 
original ord oT s : 

FIORAL C ULTURE Cone full cultural directions and points how to grow flowers from seeds, mailed free with every 
» order. 

Over 5000 letters received in one day’s mail; this does not include postal cards or newspapers, but letters containing orders for flower seeds. 

/ DO NOT DEAL IN PLANTS, BULBS OR VEGETABLE SEEDS OF ANY DESCRIPTION. 
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MISS C. H. LIPPINCOTT, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 

FLOWER SEEDS EXCLUSIVELY. 

x & GREETING FOR 1900 

I wish it were possible for me to personally thank my patrons for their many kind expressions and 

good wishes for my success, as well as their very liberal patronage. I have put my Flower Seeds on 

the market at the very lowest prices possible to insure thoroughly good seeds. There may be seeds 

offered cheaper or a greater quantity for the money, but please remember the quality of the seeds 

must be sacrificed in order to do so. This is my eighth little catalogue that has gone out to the 

flower-loving people, trying to introduce my seeds, and so far has been very successful in its mission. 

I have always avoided over-drawing illustrations, and over-stating facts in my catalogue, as hun- 

dreds of testimonials sent to me will prove. 

Thanking you all most cordially for past favors and trusting you will favor me with future orders, 

which shall have prompt and careful attention. I am very sincerely yours, 

CARRIE H. LIPPINCOTT. 
N. B.—Please bear in mind I have no connection whatever 

with any other Seed House in this city or elsewhere. 

Press of Kimball & Storer Oo. 
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New Comet Aster. 

NEW COMET ASTER. 
The plants of this new variety are perfectly true in character, 

growing twelve to fifteen inches high and covered with large, 
double flowers, as shown in the illustration. The flowers measure 
from 3% to 4% inches in diameter, resembling in shape and artis- 
tically curved and twisted petals, the finest Chinese Chrysanthe- 
mums. Mixedcolors. Pkt., 75 seeds, 5 cts. 

GOMET.—pure white. Pkt., GO seeds, 6 cts. 
COMET.—deep scarlet. Pkt., GO seeds, G cts. . 
COMET.—light blue. Pkt., 50 seeds, 8 cts. 
See illustration outside back cover. 

Mrs. Rosalia Blanchard, Elysia, Ohio, March 31, 1899, writes:—-My Aster 
seeds I got from you last year were elegant, I never had finer, they were 
nearly equal to Chrysanthemums. 

gree 

One of the most perfect and deservedly one of the most popular 
of all Asters; very double, large and beautiful flowers, with in- 
curved petals; height, 18 inches to two feet; nearly thirty distinct 
colors, mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

PERFECTION.—snow white. Pkt., 75 seeds, 5 cts. 
PERFECTION.—pink ball. Pkt., 75 seeds, 5 cts. 
PERFECTION.—crimson ball. Pkt., 75 seeds, & cts. 
PERFECTION.—blue shades. Pkt., 75 seeds, 4 cts. 

Mrs. Lulu Bell, Lincoln, Ill., April 10, 1899, writes:—My flowers last sum- 
mer were beautiful. My Oobaea Scandens were praised by all who saw 
them. I am sure it grew 70 feet high and wascovered with bloom, 
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Magnificent flowers, massive and showy, with regular overlap- 

ping petals clear to the center. The flowers measure four inches 
and over across, and are of rich and varied colors. The plants 
grow very evenly, pyramidal in form, about eighteen inches high, 
and carry from twenty-five to forty flowers. Over twenty colors, 
mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 
VICTORIA—snow white. Pkt., 75 seeds, 4 cts. 
VICTORIA- bright pink. Pkt., 75 seeds, 4 cts. 
VICGTOR!A—dark crimson. Pkt., 75 seeds, 4 cts. 
VIGTORIA—blue shades. Pkt., 75 seeds, 4 cts. 

Mrs. Lillie Egler, Tipton, Ind., Feb, 3, 1899, writes:—I was much pleased 
with the flowers grown from your seeds last year, especially the Cobea Scan- 
dens were beautiful. 
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New White Branching Aster. 

NEW WHITE BRANCHING ASTER. 
The magnificent, large, double white flowers, quite four inches 

in diameter are borne upon long stems, making them excellent 
for cutting. It is quite different in several respects from any 
Asters known, andit is only necessary that the character of the 
plants should be known to make it a favorite with amateurs and 
florists. Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 

ASTER, QUEEN OF SPRING. 
Of graceful spreading habit, and blooming from two to three 

weeks earlier than any other aster, mixed colors. Pkt., 7 
seeds, 5 cts. 

NEW QUEEN ASTER. 
Very dwarf,bushy plants, growing from ten to twelve inches high, 

excellent for pot culture as well as for bedding. The flowers areof 
extraordinary size, perfectly double and resemble the finest Victo- 
ria Asters in form, Finest mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds, 5cts, 



ASTER, FIRE KING. 

The Most Brilliant Aster Ever Introduced 

And the nearest approach to scarlet yet obtained, a colorpre- 
viously unknown to this popular flower, which for an autumn 
show of flowers few others equal. Habit very compact, not 
more than twelve inches in height, with large, beautifully in- 
curved flowers, and makes a charming companion to ‘‘SNOW 
BALL.’’ Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 

ASTER, SNOWBALL. 
A Most Distinct and Handsome Variety Equally Valu- 

able for Pot Gulture and Gut Flowers. 

It is a most profuse bloomer, a single plant often producing 
as many as twenty-five to thirty pure snow white flowers, glob- 
ularin form and of extraordinary size. Pkt., 100 seeds, 
5 cts. 

NEW YELLOW ASTER. 
The form of the double flower is a perfect ball, the quillsare 

close together and of the brightest sulphur yellow, nota mere 
indication of the color, asin all former productions. The bor- 
der petals are broad and of a lighter tint, seeming to enclose 
the flower like an old-fashioned bouquet paper. The flowers 
are borne upon long, erect stems, excellent for cutting. The 
plants, twelve to fifteen inches high, are of compact, bushy 
growth, and most abundant bloomers. Pkt., 100 seeds, 
5 cts. 

ASTERS, FINEST MIXED. 
Of all the best varieties, such as Victoria, Perfection, Comet. 

Harlequin, New Queen, etc. Pkt., 159 seeds, 6 cts. 

ASTERS, GOopD MixED. 
Many bright colors, Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

HARLEQUIN ASTER. 
A striking Aster of great beauty, upright habits and profuse 

bloomer. Thisnew race produces odd flowers of the most hand- 
some and attractive appearance, and continues in bloom a long 
time. Inthe gardens of Paris they are considered the most 
valuable ofall varieties on account of their long duration in 
bloom and remarkable bright and conspicuous colors. Com- 
posed of pure white petals, quaintly interspersed in irregular 
manner, with deep blue and bright red petals. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 5 cts. ‘ 
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ANCHUSA CAPENSIS OR CAPE 

FORGET-ME-NOT. 

A hardy annual of more than ordinary beauty. It grows about 
two feet high, branching freely and bearing a profusionof the most 
lovely flowers, similar in all respects tothe Forget-me-not, though 
the blossoms are much larger and of finer color. It is always 
taken for a beautiful, large-flowering Forget-me-not, and for bou- 
quets and cut flowers it is indeed superior to it. lts colorisa 
deep, clear, brilliant blue with a pure white eye; one of the rarest 
and most Jovely shades of that color. It blooms early and con- 
tinues allsummer. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

Arabis Alpina, 

ARABIS ALPINA. 
The pure white flowers grow so uniform and thickly that it gives 

the effect of a sheet of snow. Plantsperfectly hardy. The earliest, 
prettiest spring flower. The spreading tufts are densely clothed 
with neat, lively green leaves and covered with pure white flowers 
of the most lovely effect, conspicuous in great distance, especially 
in large masses on rockeries or broad edgings for parkroads, hay- 
ing the advantage of braving the greatest drought during summer 
and always looking neat. Pkt., 150 seeds, 4 cts. 

Miss A. Proudfoot, London, Canada, April 7, 1899, writes:—I was delighted 
with the Wallflower I had from you last year, also with the everlastings. 



Abutilon. 

ABUTILON, 

FLOWERING MAPLE. 

A very popular perennial shrub 
with bell-shaped, drooping flowers; 
well adapted to house culture, easily 
raised from seed, and if sown before 
April, under glass, plants will bloom 
the first season. For winter flower- 
ing, plant in September. Finest 
mixed. Pkt., 20 seeds, 5 cts. 

AMBROSIA. 
A hardy annual with long spiral 

stems, bearing an abundance of small 
round, greenish-yellow buds and 
blossoms which are ee ced ney Ina 
grant. It is as desirable as the Rose 
Geranium as a plant with fragrant 
foliage, and for making up into bou- 
quets and other floral work. Its 
long, beautiful, fringy spirals of 
lovely green are unsurpassed. Itis 
one of the easiest plants to grow, and 
seed may be sown early in open 
ground. Pkt., 250 seeds, 4 cts. 
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Angel’s Breath, or Gypsophila. 

ANGEL’S BREATH, OR GYPSOPHILA. 
An annual that should be in every garden,forit thrives 

everywhere, and furnishes the loveliest material for all 
kinds of bouquets. The tiny little flowers are borne in 
abundance on long, graceful, branching stems which 
lend a most graceful, light appearance to any bunch of 
flowers. Pkt., 250 seeds, 3 cts. 

AQUILEGIA, OR COLUMBINE. 
Very handsome, ornamental, hardy perennial plants 

of easy cultivation and bearing in profusion large 
flowers of novel shape and ina great variety of color. 
Double Mixed, Pkt., 100 seeds 3 cts. 
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Alyssum, Littie Geet 

ALYSSUM, LITTLE GEM. 
The plants are very dwarf, each spreads so as to com: 

pletely cover a circularspace twelve to twenty inches in 
diameter. They soon become one mass of white,remain- 
ing in full bloom from spring to fall—being densely 
studded with the beautiful miniature spikes of deli- 
ciously fragrant flowers. Pkt., 200 seeds, 4cts. 

ALYSSUM, SWEET. 
Its pure white fragrant fl ‘ers are produced from 

early spring till killed by frost; very useful in all kinds 
of bouquets. Nore—For a Cemetery Plant, nothing is 
more suitable than Sweet Alyssum—requiring but little 
care and attention, and a continuous bloomer through- 
gut thesummer. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

Acroclinium. 

ACROCLINIUM, (EVERLASTING). 
One of the most beautiful and valuable of the 

everlasting flowers, called by some ‘*Pink Dai- 
sies,”’ very effective in borders during the bloom- 
ing season, and possesses the additional advan- 
tage of being available for winter decoration.for 
which purpose it is now extensively grown. The 
densely double flowers are faultless bothin shape 
and color; the flowers are somewhat larger than 
the single,and,from the seed I offer,about 75 per 
cent will be double. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts. 

CRAB’S-EYE VINE (ABRUS 

PRECATORIUS). 

RAY a 
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A most beautiful climber,either for potculture ~ = 

or the open ground in summer; bears clusters of 
bright yellow flowers, followed by bunches of 
pods, which, when dry, burst open, disclosing 
brilliant red seeds with black eyes, used for 
making beads and other ornaments, for which 
purpose they are exceedingly pretty. Pkt., 15 
seeds, 6 cts. 
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ANTIRRHINUM, Tom THUMB (Snapdragon). 
Very dwarf, growing only eight inches high, thickly studded with 

beautiful pikes of gay colored flowers, orange, scarlet, rose-white, 
maroon, striped, etc. Pkt., 250 seeds, 3 cts. 

ANTIRRHINUM, NEw GIANT. 
Flowers double the size of the older sorts, more closely set on 

the stems and colors more clear and brilliant. Plants very com- 
pact and bushy, growing about twelve inches high. All colors 
mixed. Pkt., 200 seeds, 5 cts. ; 

ANTIRRHINUM, QUEEN OF THE NORTH. 
The finest and most beautiful of all the Snapdragons. The plants 

grow into handsome regular bushes, twelve inches high, covered 
with large white flowers of a delicious sweet perfume. Suitable 
for bedding or pot culture. Pkt., 150 seeds, 5 cts. 
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Ageratum. 

AGERATUM, IMPERIAL DARK BLUE. 

A plant that blossoms constantly all summer in the garden and 
makes a pleasing contrast of color with more brilliant varieties. 
I offer seed of the new Imperial Dark Blue as best and most showy. 
Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

AGERATUM, DWARF WHITE. 

A new variety. very dwarf and compact, pure white. Pkt., 
200 seeds, 4 cts. 

Mrs. O. E. Harper, Danville, Ill., March 7, 1899, writes:—I have bought 
seeds of you for three years. Am so wellpleased withthem They are FAR 
BETTER than you claim. Last summer my Pansies were the admiration 
of all whosaw them. I planted my seeds in a hot bed March 1ith, and they 
were one mass of bloom from June until November. My Asters were 
beauties. 
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ASPARAGUS VERTICILLATUS. 
A beautiful climber, having feathery foliage and red berries: 

grows to a height of about 12 to 15 feet. The foliage is a-deep 
glossy green, is excellent for screens, as it grows very rapidly. It 
is perfectly hardy. Seeds should be planted in early spring in the 
house. Pkt., 10 seeds, 8 cts. 

ASPARAGUS SPRENGERI. 
New. Perhaps the best new plant introduced within ten years. 

Highly praised everywhere; Jiandsom: st seen drooning from a pot 
orbasket Sprays4¢to 6 feet long, of fresh, green, feathery foliage; 
useful for bouquets, wreaths or sprays, remaining perfect for 
weeks after cutting. Grows freely the whole year round; extreme- 
ly valuable for all purnoses. Flowers white, followed by red ber- 
ries. Pkt., 10 seeds, 10 cts. 

BALSAM APPLE. 
A beautiful climbing plant with apple-shaped fruits, which, if 

preserved in alcohol, make the most useful liniment. Pkt., 10 
seeds, 3 cts. 
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Bird of Paradise. 

BIRD OF PARADISE (POINCIANA GILLESI). 
The color of the flower is golden yellow, measuring two and a 

half inches across, with shape as shown in illustration, and are 
produced in very large trusses. The most beautiful part of the 
flower is the large pistils which are spread out in fan-like form, 
and are of bright crimson color. The foliageis also highly deco- 
rative, reminding one of a very delicate Acacia. If the seed is 
started early, it will produce blooms in great profusion the first 
year. Pkt., 15 seeds, 8 cts. 

BEAN, SCARLET RUNNER. 
A Favorite Old-Fashioned Climber. 

One of the very few beans that is both ornamental and useful. 
It grows rapidly toa height of ten or twelve feet, and is covered 
from July until heavy frost with clusters of beautiful scarlet 
flowers, Pkt., 10 seeds, 4 cts. 



Defiance Balsam. 

DEFIANCE BALSAM (LADY SLIPPER). 
The most perfectin form and largest double flowered Balsam 

yet developed, and by careful growth and selection has attained 
a standard that will be found hard toimprove. The Mixture, 
which I offer, is composed in nearly equal proportions of eight 
colors, Rose, Rose White, Spotted Pink, Scarlet, White 
Tinted Violet, White Spotted, Scarlet White, Spotted and 
Purple; eaeh haying been grown separately. Pkt., 30 
seeds, 4 cts. F ‘ 
BALSAWM.—Good Mixed, A splendid strain, good colors 

and large double flowers: not equal to “Defiance,” but gives 
good satisfaction. Pkt., 30 seeds, 3 cts. 
Miss Lelle Norris, New Moscow, Ohio, March 16, 1899, writes:—I was 

very much pleased with the seeds I received from you last year. As 
long as your seeds are kept to their standard of excellence, I shall use 
them, and buy no others. I recommend your seeds every time I geta 
chance. My Sweet Peas and Nasturtiums werethe admiration of all. 

BACHELOR’S BUTTON. 
Blue. Pkt., 50 seeds, 

4 cts. 

BRYONEA, Lacinosa. 
A beautiful climbing 

annual of rapid growth 
and easy culture, with 
handsome cut-leaved fol- 
lage bearing attractive 
green fruits which change 
in color as the season ad- 
vances, to bright scarlet 
striped with white Pkt., 
20 seeds, 3 cts. 

Free Premiums. 
aoe 

in addition to the lib- 
eral Premiums offered on 
inside of front cover, we 
will allow you to select 
FREE one pkt. of the 
Sweet Peas on colored 
plate on allorders of 50 
cts, or any two of the 
packets on orders of Ticts. 
and all three pkts. will be 
sent on orders amounting 
to $1.00 or over, This is 
in addition to the selec- 
tion of 30 cts. worth of 
seeds as offered in regu- 
lar premiums or inside of 
front cover. 

BACHELOR'S BUTTON, 
SINGLE. 

Mixed, including dark. 
and Jight blue, purple, 
pink, rose, white, etc. 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts. 
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Bachelior’s Button. 

BACHELGR’S BUTTON, 
DOUBLE. 

It has been so perfected that fully eighty 
per cent. of the flowers are double and semi- 
double; are also increased in size and pre- 
sent many bright colors and distinct mark- 
ings which have hitherto been unknown in 
this old fashioned favorite flower. Pkt., 
50 seeds, 4 cts. 
Chas. A. Leim, Ripley, Ohio, Feb., 4, 1899, 

writes:—I beg to compliment you on your neat and 
Seems catalogue and on your sensible worded 
preiace, 



BEGONIA REX. 
Beautiful foliage, justly celebrated as the finest of ornamental 

pot plants, superb large leaves, of exquisite and rich coloring. 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 10 cts. 
BEGONIA.—Tuberous rooted, single mixed. Seed saved from 

finestcolors. Pkt., 100 seeds, 8 cts. 
BEGONIA.—Tuberous rooted, double mixed, from the finest 

and best colors. Pkt., 50 seeds, 10 cts. 

BEGONIA VERNON. 
One of the most satisfactory pot plants forthe house: anda 

popular bedding plant for the garden or lawn. It blooms with 
the greatest profusion throughout the summer. Flowers a bril- 
liant orange carmine with bright yellow centers, and the foliage 
waxy and glossy. It is easily raised from seed, and comes abso- 
lutely true. Valuable for bedding and general culture. Pkt., 
100 seeds, 4 cts. 

CHINESE LANTERN PLANT. 

(PHYSALIS FRANCHETTI). 

The plant produces numerous, large, inflated husks, much the 
shape of Chinese lanterns, at first a beautiful green color, chang- 
ing to a yellowish hue aud then to brightest scarlet, and as they 
hang suspended among the green foliage they present a most novel 
and strikingly beautiful appearance. Branches cut and dried re- 
tain their rich and brilliant color,and make most beautiful winter 
bouquets when used with dried grasses or leaves. The plant 
grows from one and one-half to two feetin height. Treated like 
a Tomato it grows and fruits freely from seed the first season, yet 
the plants are perenuial and may be wintered in the cellaror 
grown in pots as a window plant. Pkt., 30 seeds, 6 cts. 
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‘Carnation Perensial. 

CARNATIONS (PERENNIAL 
VARIETIES). 

Indispensable plants for both pot culture in 

the greenhouse, window garden and open ground 
culture in summer; of innumerable colors and 
delicious perfume. The plants may be setin the 
open ground during the summer.where they will 
flower as profusely as when grown in pots In the 
house. Half hardy perennials. 

DOUBLE MIXED, producing many double 
flowers os te shades and colors. Pkt., 50 

seeds cts. 
EXTRA FINE DOUBLE MIXED, seeds 

saved from the finest and choices erman, 

French, Ae and English stocks. Pkt., 50 

seeds, 8 cts. : 
GRENADIN SCARLET, very early, habit 

dwarf and compact, brilliant double scarlet 
flowers. Pkt., 50 seeds, 8 cts. 
GRENADIN WHITE, double early flower- 

ing, white. Pkt., 50 seeds, 8 cts. 

cece Indica. ; 

COCGCINEA iN- 
DIGA. 

Aremarkably pretty 
climber. Ivy-like foliage, 
bright and luxuriant, ney- 
er troubled with insects 
and admirably adapted 
for trellises, arbors, ete. 
The small flowers are soon 
followed by numerous 
fruits two inches long, 
which turn to brilliant 
scarlet, spotted with 
white, rendering the vine 
very pretty. Pkt., 20 
seeds, 4 cts. 

Mrs. F. E. Wolcott, Sioux 
City, lowa, July 21,1899, writes: 
Will you kindly tell me the 
name of the enclosed flower 
(it was Schizanthus.) It is 
one of the prettiest blossoms 
in my garden, and come in 
your twenty-five cent collec- 
tion, which, by the way has 
proved one of the best collec- 
tions for the money I have 
ever bought, the poppies are 
also very fine, 

Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts. 

CENTROSEMA GRANDIFLORA. 
A hardy perennial vine which will bloom in June or July 

from seed sown in April, and bears in the greatest pro- 
fusion Inverted, pea-shaped flowers from 1% to 2% inches 
in diameter. ranging in color from a rosy violet to a red- 
dish purple, with a broad feathered white marking through 
the center, while the large buds and back of the flowers 
are pure white, making it appear as if.one plant bore 
many different colored flowers at one time. Pkt., 20 
seeds, 4 ets. 



Canary-Bird Flower. 
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Candytuft. now Oueen. 

CANDYTUFT, SNOW QUEEN. 
A valuable and distinct species of great beauty. It is an annual variety 

and grows very rapidly, quickly coming into bloom, remaining in full flower 
for about three months. It bears but little foliage, and the mass of white 
produced makes it useful for borders. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

CANDYTUFT. NEW CARMINE. 
A dwarf annual with beautiful carmine flowers, blooming profusely 

throughout the season. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

CANDYTUFT, MIXED. 
Allcolors. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

CANARY-BIRD FLOWER (Tropaecolum Ganariensis). 
One of the most beautiful annual climbers, with bright green foliage, deli- 

cately cut and very ornamental. The flowers are bright golden yellow, bear- 
ing a fanciful resemblance to birds with expanded wings. Succeeds best in 
a cool slightly shaded situation; also does well as a pot or basket plant for 
the window or conservatory. Pkt., 25 seeds, 4 cts. 

i 



, CROZY’S NEW 
) | DWARF CANNAS. 

Oneof themost popular of bed- 
while even single 

ji specimens are most attractive in 
A ite garden. They will bloomthe 

‘ first year from seed, if you soak 
them in boiling water overnight; 

) sow singly in small pots as soon 
S as convenient,and grow asrapid- 
ly as possible. Theroots can be 
kept in the cellarover winterand 
each clump will give six to eight 
good roots for planting out the 
following spring. Pkt., 12 
seeds, 4 cis. 

CANNAS, TALL. 
Old Type. 

A mixture of all the best tall 
growing varieties. Pkt., 12 
seeds, 3 cts. 

CALLIOPSIS, 

OR COREOPSIS SINGLE. 
Very handsome and showy 

plants of the easiest culture re- 
quire no care and thrive in any 
garden. Produce flowers in near- 
ly every shade of yellow, orange, 
crimson, red, brown, Itis oreof 
those flowers which will grcwin 
any situation and always be 
greatly admired Mixed colors. 
Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

CALLIOPSIS, 
NEW DOUBLE. 

A handsome double variety, 
flowers of a rich golden yellow 
color, with wine-maroon spots. 
Pkt., 200 seeds, 4 cts. 

as \ 

NEW CENTAUREA MARGUERITE. 

The most Fragrant and Longest Keeping 

Cut Flower. 

One of the most valuable introductions of late 
years, The flowers are the Size of a medium Carna- 
tion, freely } roduced on long stems, which renders 
them valuable for cutting: color pure white, pale 
sulphuryellowand lavender. Theflowers aresweet 
scented, and their lasting quality after beirg cutis 
remarkab!e. The plantsgrow abouteighteen inches 
high and are of the easiest culture; from spring 
sown seed they commence to flower in July and con- 
tinue untillatein the autumn. This novelty is en- 
tirely distinct fsom all other Centaureas, and un- 
doubtedly the most beautiful variety known. 
Mixed colors, Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts. Pure 
white. Pkt., 40 seeds, 5 cts. 
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AAW MI « COSMOS HYBRIDUS. 
Seed sown in April or May and transplanted to open 

ground will produce plants five or six feet high by Sep- 
tember, and from then till November will be covered 
with hundreds of blossoms three inches across, resem- 
bling single Dahlias. All colors mixed. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 4 cts. 

COSMOS, WuiTE PEARL. 
Large, pure white flowers, very valuable for florists. 

Pkt., 75 seeds, 4 cts. 

COSMOS, PURE PINK. 
Beautiful large flowers of a clear, delicate pink color. 

Pkt., 75 seeds, 4 cts. 

CYCLAMEN, PERSICUM. 
Well known bulbous-rooted plants, universal favor- 

ites as ,ot plants for winter and spring blooming, pro- 
duriug handsome red and white flowers, with beautiful 
variegated foliage, in different shades of green. The 
seed should be sown in the spring, and by autumn will 
produce a bulb which will blossom the following 
spring. Mixed, Pkt., 20 seeds, 5 cts. 

CYCLAMEN GIGANTEUM. 
Flowers of extraordinary size, and of great subs- 

tance. The leaves are proportionately large and beau- 
tifully marked. Pkt., 20 seeds, 8 cts. 

CYPRESS VINE. 
A most beautiful vine with delicate fern-like foliage 

and beautiful star-shaped rose, scarlet and white flow- 
ers. Seed very slow to start growth. All colors mixed. 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts. 

Miss Minnie Hagy, Canton, Ohio, Feb. 12, 1899, writes-——We 
were all well pleased with our seeds last year, the Oosmos 
were lovely, the plants were as high as our summer house, and 
the flowers were beautiful. 

W.O. Thomas, Lincoln, Neb., March 22, 1899, writes:—We were 
very pleased with your seeds last year, and { sent a parcel of 
them to a friend in the south of France who was delighted 
with them, they thrived amazingly in their temperate vi- 
mate. 
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CINERARIA, HYS6RIDA. 
One of the most popular of all greenhouse plants, and what a 

splendid display they make when well grown. I know of noplant 
so easily grown as the Cineraria. The secret of growing well is to 

ow fast; never allowing them to receive a check either from 
ing pot-bound, dryness of root, or attack of insects; the cooler 

they are kept the better, In colors they range from crimson, mag- 
enta, violet. purple and variegated. Large flowering mixed. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 8 cts. 

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI (GLORY PEA). 
One of the most gorgeous plants in cultivation, with clusters of 
a-shaped bright scarlet flowers, each flower marked with intense 

Prick spots in the center. Plant grows about three feet high, 
Pkt., 15 seeds, 6 cts. 

raria, Hybrida. 
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July 28, 1899. =8(17\S= 
Dear Miss Ze = iS 

Lippincott, dis = 

Last spring I sent 
Six cents for your ad- 
vertised trial offer of 
Flower Seeds, for 
which I received 
three papers of 
Choice Seeds that 
have given entiresat- 
isfaction. From the 
one paper of Pansy 
seeds I got twenty- 
three good thrifty 
plants. At the proper 
time I transplanted 
them, and now I have 
in bioom avariety of 
twelve different col- 
ors, including pure 
white and jet black, 
all of which are very 
muchadmired. The 
last plant to bloom 
brought forth a com- 
bination of orange 
and brown of very 
large sizeand velvety 
texture. The Nastur- 
tiums are a perfect 
wonder of variety \ 
and loveliness, rang- > QA ‘ . . A 
ing in color from del- SS 
icate buff to darkest S 
maroon, sixteen dif- 
ferent shades, dis- 
tinctly marked. The 
Sweet Peas are just 
beginning to bloom 
and give promise of 
bountiful supply. I 
never bought seed 
that gave better satis- 
faction, and think 
it due you to express { Z ; ; 
appreciation. \ g YL. 
Most truly yours, WY 2 AN 
Mrs. R. A. Huntley, 
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Cobza Scandens. 

COBA-A SCANDENS. 
A beautiful, large, bell-shaped flower, green at first, but rapidly 

NX 

SS 

changing to a beautiful deep violet blue. A wellestablished plant 
will run thirty to forty feetin aseason. Pkt., 12 seeds, 4 cts. 
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CALENDULA, Dou Le YELLow. 
Flowers extra large and very double, slightly imbricated, while 

those of the center are incurved like the petals of a Peony. Color, 
bright golden yellow or orange. 2 : From seed sown in the opem 
ground it comes into flower early. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

CALENDULA, DOUBLE WHITE. 
Similar to the yellow except in color, which is pure white, and 

flowers smaller. Itis equally as free blooming, and the fine dou- 
ble flowers are very showy. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

M‘ss Gertie Shier, Ricktone, Canada, March 24, 1899:—We have bought 
seeds of you for the past two seasons and find they give good satisfaction. 
Our Fire King and Snowball Asters were ad:nired by all whe saw them. 

PUNGENS. | 
THE GIANT SPIDER PLANT. 

A robust plant, growing vigorously four to five feet high, unaf- 
fected by wind or weather, and flowering profusely and continu- 
ously for months. In fact, it is a perpetual bloomer, the spikes 
continuing to increase in size as the plant grows, until they reach 
upward of twofeet in length. The flowers are very showy, bright 
rose color; grows freely from seed sown in the open ground,thrives 
luxuriantly,and blooms all summer, no matter how unfavorable 
the season may be. Jt isalso one of the hest honey producing plants, 
and should be planted liberally by all bee-keepers. Pkt., 150 
seeds, 4 cts. Pure white. Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 

a eee 
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CHRYSANTHEMUM (OR FRENGH MIARGUERITES), 
Annual varieties much grown for cut flowers. Theplants grow twelveto eigh- 

teen inches high and produce on long stems beautiful large flowers of many 
bright colors. They flower all summer in the garden, 2nd make elegant pot 
plants for winter flowering. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cis. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM, (INODORUM PLENISSIMUM), 
Although a perennial, it flowers abundantly the first year from seed, each plant 

producing hundreds of beautiful, perfectly double, snow-white flowers; unsurs 
passed for bouquets. Jt remainsin bloom all summer, and is in all respects one 
cf the handsomest and most valuable of flowers. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM, (FANCY PERENRIAL),. 
From the best Incurved, Pompone, Japanese, Chinese and Anemone—flowered 

varieties. Seeds sown in the hot-bedin February or March, or even April, will 
give plants that will bloom in August or September, and cannot fail, with prop- 
er care to give magnificent flowers in a wonderful variety of colors and forms, 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 8 cts. 
Mrs. Alex Bentley, Lincoln, Neb., March 7, 1899, writes:—It is with pleasure I send you my 

third order. The flowers | raised from your seeds the last two years were greatly admired, 
and I neyer failed to inform my friends that they were raised and sold bya woman. I wish 
you continued success. 
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CAMPANULA, CANTERBURY BELLS. 
Well known popular perennials, producing bell- 

shaped flowers of many different colors very freely 
throughout the summer. Single Mixed, Pkt., 
150 seeds, 3 cts. 

CAMPANULA, DOUBLE MIXED. 
Notre —The seed saved from double flowers will 

always produce some single flowers, no matter how 
careful the selection. Pkt., 150 seeds, 4 
cts. 

Mrs. Margaret Hazel, Orlando, Fla., Sept. 25, 1899, writes: 
I have used your seeds for the last nine years in Florida 
and have had better success with them than from any other, 



Coleus, 

COLEUS. 
One of the best known and most universally admired or- 

namental foliage plants, inan endless variety of colors and 
shadings, indispensable for ribbon and carpet bedding, or 
as single specimens. Coleus seed germinates easily, and 
success is as sure as with an ordinary annual. Pkt., 150 
seeds, 5 cts. 

COCKSCOMB, QUEEN OF DWARFS. 
This is the best dwarf-growing Cockscomb; the plants 

only grow about eight inches high, are firmly set in the 
crown with well-balanced, large heads, ten to twelve inches 
across. They grow very uniformly and present an unusu- 
ally solid effect in color, which is a rich, ruby red, of ex- 
jreme brilliancy. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

COCKSCOMB.—Mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 ots. 
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Datura Cornucopia. 

DATURA CORNUCOPIA, “HORN OF PLENTY.” 
Discovered in South America in 1892 by acollector of Orchids. The 

plant is of robust habit, with thick, dark brown-purple, shining stems, 
The branches are numerous, spreading three or four feet; thick, large, 
dark green colored leaves. The flowers are trumpet shaped, measuring 
eight to ten inches in length and five to seven inches across the mouth 
and form three distinct Mowers, growing each within the other, the 
mouth of corolla isa most delicate white, beautifully marbled with royal 
purple. A single plant gives from 200 to 300 fragrant blooms during the 
season, followed by a large thorny seed vessel, which adds to its beauty; 
is of the easiest culture, plant at the end of May ina warm, rich soil; cat 
be cultivated as an isolated specimen, in masses, for centers of beds, or 
a at barren places, and produces a striking effect. Pkt., 15 seeds, 

ctS. 

DATURA, OR TRUMPET FLOWER, MIXED. 
Large branching plants, producing handsome double and single trum- 

pet-shaped blossoms, white, blue, yellow and lilac, of exquisite fragrance, 
The blossoms open during the night, remaining open one day and then 
perish. They bloom freely from seed sown in the open ground the first 
season, and the roots can be taken up and kept over winter. Pkt., 20 
seeds, 3 cts. 
Mrs. O. H. Mantor, Stoneham, Mass., May 13, 1899, writes:—I think your catalogue 

& gem, 60 pretty and so nicely arranged. 
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The Blue Daisy. 

THE BLUE DAISY (AGATHEA GCLESTIS). 
The flowers are the very counterpart of the Paris Daisy,whichis 

sky blue with a blue disc. It makes a very pretty object for sum- 
mer decoration in the flower garden, of easy growth and the plant 
may be had in flower all the year round. Itisallied to Cineraria, 
and requires about the same treatment. A fine winter bloomer. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

DOUBLE QUILLED DAISIES. 
These pretty plants are seldom seen in our gardens in as great 

abundance as they deserve to be. They should be grown in a shady 
and rather cool border. ‘Double Quilled” is a new strain, the 
flowers of which are composed of petals as round as a knitting 
needle; very pretty andcurious. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

Bernics Gleason, Gainer, Iowa, May 9, 1899, writes:—I realized splendid 
results from your Sweet Peas last summer, for texture and colorings, 
length of stem and wealth of blossoms, they were unexcelled. 

Snowball Daisy. 

DOUBLE DAISY, BELLIS PERENNIS. 
Daisies are easily grown from spring sown seed and come into 

flower in a very short time. The flowers are white, pink, red and 
variegated. Notall will come double from seed. Finest mixed. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

NEW SNOWBALL DAISY, 
A beautiful white flowered variety having very long stems with 

large double flowers, about 80 per cent. of which are extremely 
double. Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 
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Orange Daisy. 

ORANGE DAISY (ERIGERON 
AURANTIGCA), 

A beautiful perennial plant somewhat resembling an 

Aster, but having the ray-florets in several series; flower 

heads flat, about two inches across, bright orange color, 

on strong, stout stems. They are of very easy culture 

in common garden soil and form excellent subjects for 

mixed borders. In a moist, well drained situation, 

will flower the first season if started early inthe house. 

Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 
lichos (Hyacinth Bean.) 

Delphinium, or Larkspur. 

DELPHINIUM, or Larkspur. 
Well known annuals ot great beauty 

and remarkable for the richness of their 
colors, and for large gardens are invalu- 
able. Mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds,3 cts. 

DELPHINIUM, FORMOSUM. 
A hardy perennial variety, flowers 

bright blue with a white center. Pkt., 
100 seeds, 3 cts. 

DOLICHOS, HYACINTH BEAN. 
This beautiful annual climber should 

have a place in every flower garden. It 
is of very rapid growth. Pkt., 30 
seeds, 3 cts. 

i a 
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Ws: = A rapid growing climber with 
(Ke é ve curious purple flowers. Pkt., 
“SE ai 15 seeds, 4 cts. 

Mrs. Louis Wolff, Chaska, Minn., 
April 15, 1899, writes:—The Cineraria 
seeds you sent us last year, came up 
very nice. We raised a number of 
plants and they bloomed this winter 
and are still in bloom. They are 

: beauties. 
Mrs. A. P. Bonvallet, Wichert, Tl., 

DA H LIA, Dou BLE. April 17, 1899, writes:—Seeds purchased 
of you last spring came up splendidly, 

Everyone knows and admires the Double Dahlia,but the Centuera Marguerite, Cobaea 
comparatively few are aware that it can be grown so eeandens and Sweet Peas were very 
easily from seed and flowers, so beautifully the first 
season, that the purchase of bulbs is a needless 6x- 

le 

pense. Choice mixed. Pkt., 40 seeds, 4cts. DIG ITALIS, 

DAHLIA, NEW STRIPED SINGLE. OR FOX GLOVE. 
The extra large single flowers, quite four inchesin A handsome and ornamental 

diameter, comprise a wonderful variety of colors, beau- hardy perennialof stately growth 
tifully striped, flaked, mottled and dotted in a grotes- for shrubberies and half shady 
que and charming manner. Pkt.. 40 seeds. 3 cts. " places. Pkt., 300 seeds, Sec. : 

DO LLL 



DIANTHUS, OR CHINESE PINKS 
BEST MIXED. 

One of the most useful and desirable plants, and for beauty and 
variety of colors and markings cannot:be surpassed, ranging from 
pure white to the most delicate pink and glowing deep crimson. 
A bed of these in the flower garden will make a grand display at 
small cost. The mixture I offer includes, besides the standard 
sorts, all the new and brightest colors in spotted, striped and 
handsomely fringed varieties of late introduction, both single and 
double. I gnarantee it will give satisfaction with any other 
strain offered. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

DIANTHUS, OR CHINESE PINKS. 
Goop MIXED. 

Many distinct and beautiful marked varieties. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 3 cts. 

DIANTHUS, DWARF FIREBALL, 
The most brilliant annual pink in cultivation; the plants are 

constantly covered with blood-red, perfectly double laciniated 
flowers until checked by severe frost. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

“a! Se 2 Ging 
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DIANTHUS, DWARF SNOWBALL. 
This beautiful dwarf variety belongs to the Heddewigii class of 

Dianthus. The plants are very compact dwarf growth and are 
covered with lovely, spotless, snow-white flowers, very full and 
double. From its dwarf growth it is very attractive for edgings, 
while the flowers are also very useful for cutting for bouquets. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. . 

NEW LARGE-FLOWERED DWARF DOUBLE HYBRID PINKS. 

The plants grow only nine to ten inches high, with extra large 
double flowers, frequently measuring three inches across - of per- 
fect form and brilliant colors, ranging from pure white to deep 
crimson, while many are beautifully variegated and fantastically 
marked. Blooming freely the first season. Pkt., 100 seeds, 6c. 

DIANTHUS, PLUMARIUS. (Pheasant’s-Eye Pink). 
Dianthus, Plumarius, is the old-fashioned Grass Pink. Itis 

perfectly hardy, blooms very profusely in early summer, and is 
admirable on account of its delicacy, showiness and fragrance. 
Its use either as a cemetery or garden flower is always satisfactory, 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 



LTZIA~ CALIFORSoppy 
Hardy annual, growing about one foot high, bearing a profusion of rich 

yellow flowers about two inches in diameter, making a blaze of color in the 
sunshine and fully as valuable as the common poppy for garden ornamenta- 
tion, and as easily grown. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

Mixed colors. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

EUPHORBIA HETEROPHYLLA, (MEXICAN FIRE PLANT). 
The plants grow two or three feet high, with a branching, brush-like form, 

with smooth, glossy, fiddle-shaped leaves, which are at first entirely green, 
but about midsummer. at the end of each branch appear greenish-white 
flowers, enveloped iu beautiful orange-scarlet bracts, and the surrounding 
leaves are either blotched with vivid carmine or are carmine with green tips. 
It is an annual plant, but should be started early so it will have sufficient 
time to develop its brilliant colors. Pkt., 40 seeds, 4 cts. 

| Fuchsia. 

FUCHSIA, DOUBLE AND S!INGLE MIXED. 
Fuchsias are as easily grown from seed as cuttings, 

and from seed many new varieties are obtained. They 
will flower freely the first year in the openground, 
while the plantscan be taken in the house in the win- 
ter where they will flower still more freely. The seed 
I offer has been saved from the very finest double and 
single varieties. Pkt., 20 seeds, 8 cts. 
CAPE FUCHSIA (PHYGELIUS CAPENSIS) 
Plants bear from ten to twenty bold, long spikes,com- 

pletely crowded with showy scarlet, drooping flowers. 
Tt is a good bedding plant, grown singly or in masses, 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts. 
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Forget-me-not, ‘‘Victoria.’’ 

FORGET-ME-NOT, “VicTORIA.” 
Of stout and bushy habit of growth, bearing umbels of large, 

bright, azure blue flowers, with central double blooms, and when 
fully grown is quite globular in shape and perfectly covered with 
flowers. This beautiful Forget-me-not is the best for carpet bed- 
ding, edgings and masses, and for growing in pots. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 4 cts. 

FEVERFEW DOUBLE, MATRICARIA EXIMIA. 
A fine old-fashioned bedding plant; also suitable for pot culture. 
t grows about eighteen inches high, with numerous branching 

flower stems, and are literally covered with very double. pure 
white flowers an inch in diameter. The great profusion of fine 
flowers with long, slender stems, makes it valuable to grow for cut 
flowers and as desirable as a good Aster. Blooms until frost. 
Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

GERANIUM.—Apple scented. Leaves delightfully fragrant, 
highly prized for bouquets. Pkt., 30 seeds, 8 cts. 

The most popular plant grown. either for pot culture in winter, 
or for bedding out in summer. No flowering plants are more 
grown, and certainly none are more suitable for large beds, where 
a mass of bloom is desired, or for single specimens in pots for the 
house. But a few are aware that they can be grown easily from 
seed, and flower the first season if sown early, and will frequently 
reward the cultivator with charming new varieties: in fact. pro= 
agation by seed ic the only sure way to obtain new varieties. 
he seed I offer has been saved from twenty-five of the finest 

varieties grown, There can be no finer mixed Geranivm, and_it 
cannot fail to bring forth some splendid newvarieties. Pkt., 50 
seeds, 10 cts. 

GERANIUM.—Good mixed. Pkt., 30 seeds, 4 cts. 
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Tender, annual climbers, with TA OLS 

The Gloxinia is a grand flower and makes 
a lovely pot plant as easily grown and cared 

for as many of the common flowers. The 

handsome bell-shaped flowers embrace a 
great variety of the richest and most beau- 

tiful colors, ranging from pure white to 

dark, blood-red, pink, blush, lavender, indi- 

go-blue, marbled_and spotted. They will 

bloom in four to five months from time seed 

issown. Pkt., 50 seeds, & cts. 

GAILLARDIA, NEw DOUBLE. 

Large, double flowers, valuable for cut- 

ting. The colors embrace sulphur, golden 

yellow, orange, amaranth and claret. Pkty 

100 seeds, 4& cts. 

curiously shaped fruit in various 
colors, many of which are pecu- 
liarly marked. Pkt., 25 seeds, 
3 cts. 

GOMPHRENA 
(GLOBE AMARANTH). 

A desirable everlasting, valued 
for its handsome globular flower 
heads. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

ICE PLANT. 
MESEMBRYANTHEMUM. 
A handsome and curious plant, 

for hanging baskets, rock work 
and vases.. The leaves and stems 
appear as though covered with icy 
crystals and look like rock candy. 
The whole plant is_ peculiarly 
brilliant in the sunshine. Pkt., 
200 seeds, 3 cts. 

IMPATIENS SULTANI. 
This most distinct and beauti- 

ful plant is almost a perpetual 
bloomer. The flowers areof a 
brilliant rosy scarlet color, and 
are produced so freely that a full 
grown specimen appears to be a 
ball of flowers, and continues in 
full beauty several months. Pkt., 
20 seeds, 4 cts. 

Mrs, Lottie Mickle, Boonesboro, Ia., 
March 8, :—I ordered my first seeds 
fiom you in 1893, and have had the 
loveliest flowers every summer. My 
Sweet Peas are grand. I would not 
order from any other firm, as I can 
depend on ev«ry seed as you represent 
phen, and promptness in sending 
order. 

GAILLARDIA, SINGLE. 
Valuable annuals;sing!e mixed. 

Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 
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Godetia. 

GODETIA, FinEST MIXED. 
Beautiful hardy annuals, remarkable for the deli- 

cacy of their very fine large blossoms; flowers deep 
rose pink, rosy, carmine, snow-white, with bright 
carmine rose spots, carmine crimson, lilac with 
purple and white. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

HELICHRYSUM. 
A very popular everlasting, large, full double 

flowers of various colors, from bright yellow to 
scarlet,shaded and tipped. Handsome bouquets may 
be formed of them for winter. if blossoms are 
gathered when on the point of expanding. Pkt., 
100 seeds. 3 cts. 
Alice M. Miller, Friesburg, N. J., April 3, 1899, writes:—I 

have gotten my seed of you for the past two years and they 
have always given entire satisfaction 



Heliotrope. 

HELIOTROPE. 
Heliotrope is a universal favorite on account of its delightful 

fragrance and duration of bloom, flowering equally well as bed- 

ding plants in summer, OF a6 pot plants in the house during the 

winter. Seed sown in the spring makes fine plants for bedding 

out, and are as easily grown as Verbenas. Pkt., 100 seeds, 

6 cts. 
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Humulus Japonicus, 

HUMULUS JAPORICUS. 

VARIEGATED JAPANESE HOP, 

One of the most rapid climbers grown, seed can be sown in the 

open ground in spring and it will attain enormous dimensions 

very quickly. The foliage is luxuriant and variegated. It is 

one of the best plants for covering verandas and trellises. Heat, 

Arought and insects do not trouble it. Pkt., 30 seeds, 4 cts. 

—————————————————————————— 
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HOLLYHOCK, PRIZE DOUBLE. 
The perfect doubleness of the magnificent, large flower will 

please the most critical. All the best colors from deep yellow,red 
rose, light buff, carmine scarlet, flesh color, creamy white tinted 
with rose, purple, yellow on dark ground, crimson flaked with 
salmon, cherry red, creamon violet ground, lilac on brown ground, 
dark crimson to pure white, also black. If sown early in March 
or April the plants will bloom the first year. All colors mixed. 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts. 

HELIANTHUS, SUNFLOWER. (Globosus Fistulosus) 
The best and most effective of all annual sunflowers ; flowers im- 

mense, from twelve to fifteen inches in diameter, globular and ex- 
tremely double. Fora background to a lawu or to hide unsightly 
places it is especially adapted, Of easy culture as well as showy. 
Pkt., 30 seeds, 3 cts. 

HIBISCUS, GOLDEN BOWL, 
This is a plant which grows about two feet high and begins to 

bloom early from spring sown seed, the enormous flower measur- 
ing five or six inches across, beautifully cupped and of the most 
exquisite, soft canary yellow with a large black center. These 
beautiful flowers are borne in great profusion all summer, andif 
the plants are potted before frost, will continue to bloom in 
the window all winter. Pkt., 30 seeds, 6 cts. 

LAVENDER, OLD-FASHIONED SWEET. 
A well known, sweet_scented, hardy perennial bearing long 

spikes of blue flowers. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 
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Linaria, 

LINARIA (KENILWORTH Ivy). 
A very pretty and well-known hardy perennial 

trailing plant, for covering rock work, and very use- 
ful for hanging baskets. The flowers are small but 
pretty, and for a drooping plantnothing can be bet- 
ter, as it is easily grown from seed. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 3 cts. 

LINUM (CRIMSON FLAX): 
Excellent for clumps or edgings and one of the 

best and most showy hardy annuals for bedding. 
May be raised in any quantity from seeds sown in 
March or April, where the plants are intended to 
flower. They are not at all fastidious regarding 

soil, doing well in any ordinary garden. Pkt., 

100 seeds, S cts. 

Lobelia, Star of Ischit. 
LOBELIA. 

_A very valuable and beau- 
tiful class of mostly dwarf 
growing plants; theirdelicate 
drooping habit, and the pro- 
fusion of theircharminglittle 
blue and white flowers, ren- 
der them exceedingly orna- 
mental for vases or hanging 
baskets and rockeries, bloom- 
ing from June to November, 
while for border cultivation 
they are equally effective. 
Mixed colors. Pkt., 
seeds, 3 cts. 

LOBELIA. 
STAR OF ISCHL. 

Of very dwarf crect growth, 
forming dense ballsof charm- 
ing azure blue flowers. Pkt., 
20C seeds, 4 cts. 

~LOBELIA. 
WHITE GEM. 

The best dwarf white variety 
Pkt., 200 seeds, 4 cts. 

Lantana. 

LANTANA. 
Well-known shrubby plants, with clusters of ver- 

bena-like flowers, and 
orange and white heads in great abundance. 
have an agreeable aromatic perfume. 
Pkt., 30 seeds, 4 cts. 
Gertrude J. Leiter, Chicago, Ill., Aug. 16, 1899, writes:— 

If convenient piea. e ren: me another ’99 Catalogue. Every- 
ons that seesour garden wants to know where we get our 
seeds and wien they see the catalogue they want it, and 
usually they take ours, so we have to trouble you very often 
f rthem. Our Verbenas,Pansies and Poppies are the won- 
der of the neighborhood, they are so large and have such 
brilliant colors. 

roducing their pink, yellow, 
They 

Mixed. 

— ggg 
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e Mignonette, Machet. 

MIGNONETTE, MACHET. (TRUE.) 
An entirely new and distinct sortof great merit. It is of dwarf 

and vigorous growth, with massive spikes of deliciously scented 
red flowers. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

MIGNONETTE, GOLDEN QUEEN. 
Very fine variety, flowers of golden hue; highly effective; of 

dense pyramidal habit and deliciously fragrant. Pkt., 
seeds, 3 cts. 

MIGNONETTE, NEW GIANT RED. 
The flower spikes are of the largest size, unequalled by any other 

variety, while the color is uniform and strikingly distinct red. 
Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

MIGNONETTE, GIANT WHITE. 
Similar to Giant Red in size of spikes, but in color pure white 

and is quite showy in growth; not as fragrant as the colored vari- 
eties. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

MIGNONETTE, SWEET. (RESEDA ODORATA.) 
A favorite on account ofits fragrance. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 

cts.; oz., 8 cts. 
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Mimulus, Monkey Flower. 

MIMULUS, MONKEY FLOWER. 

Tender looking plants, with singularly shaped and brilliantly 
colored flowers, blotched and spotted in every conceivable man- 
ner. Excellent for baskets or vases, while they thrive well in the 
open garden. Fine hybrid mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

MIMULUS MOSCHATUS (MUSK PLANT). 
A well known and favorite plant. Cultivated on account of the 

musky odor of the plant. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

MIMOSA (SENSITIVE PLANT). 
An interesting and curious plant. The leaves will close and 

droop at the slightest touch. Mostly grown asacuriosity. Pkt., 
12 seeds, 3 cts. 
Miss Hattie E. Stickley, Walkerton, Ind., March 11, 1899:—From the seeds 

I ordered last year, the Pansies, Red Verbena, Chinese Pinks, Mignonette, 
aes oben and Carnations could not be beaten in any way or by any 
other firm, 
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MARIGOLD, THE ELDORADO. 
The large, bushy plants are each a ball of brilliant colors, many 

single plants having seventy-five flowers in bloom atone time. The 
flowers are from three to four inches in diameter, imbricated and 
perfectly double. They embrace four shades of color—the lightest 
primrose, lemon, golden yellow, and deep orange. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 3 cts. 

DWARF MARIGOLD, GILT EDGE. 
The center of the flowers is rich, velvety, deep black brown sur- 

rounded by a bright golden ring. The edges of the petals are 
slightly undulated which greatly adds to its pleasing appearance. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

MARIGOLD, FRENCH MIXED. 
A class of showy and extremely effective plants, with fine double 

flowers of rich and beautiful colors; very well adapted for large 
beds and bordering. Pki., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

MARIGOLD, LEGION OF HONOR. Dwarf Single. 
The blooms are of medium size, rich golden yellow, with the cen- 

ter of each petal broadly marked with velvety crimson-brown,and 
with clustering stamens in brightshades of orange-yellow. Blooms 
abundantly from July until cut down by frost. So easily raised 
from seed that I strongly recommend it to everyone. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 3 cts. 

H 
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IMPERIAL JAPANESE MORNING GLORIES. 

The Surpassing Charm of these IMPERIAL JAPANESE MORN- 
ING GLORIES lies in the Enterprising Beauty and 

Gigantic Size of the Flowers. 

They measure from four to six inches across, and their greater 
substance causes them to remain open much longer than ordinary 
Morning Glories. The colors of the flowers, shadings and mark- 
ings are limitless, and are really wonders of nature, of such in- 
comparable beauty that descriptions are inadequate. Pkt., 
Single and Double Mixed, 75 seeds, 6 cts. 



TALL MORNING GLORIES. FINE MIXED. 

Seed of the well known Morning Glory is so cheap, the flowers so bright, 
and the vines of such rapid growth, that it shouid be largely planted to cover 
trellises and unsightly out-houses. All colors mixed. Pkt., 75 seeds, 
3 cts.; oz., 8 ots. 

MARVEL OF PERU, (Four O’cLock). 
It is one of the most brilliant and showy plants that can be grown with 

little or no trouble. Finest mixed. Pkt., 25 seeds, 3 ots. 

MARVEL OF PERU, DWARF GARMINE. 

A very handsome compact, dwarf, bushy plant, with brilliant carmine 
flowers. Pkt., 25 seeds, 4 cts. 

MAURANDIA. 
A beautiful, rapid, graceful climber, for greenhouse, parlor, basket, or 

out-door purposes, with rich purple, white and rose, fox-glove shaped blos- 
soms. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

MINA LOBATA. 
Hire hardy Mexican climbing annual. The buds are at first of vivid red, 

but turn to orange yellow immediately before they open, and when fully ex- 
panded the flowers are of a creamy white shade. Pkt., 12 seeds, 4 cts. 

NICOTIANA AFFINIS. 
When its large, pure white flowers are fully expanded in the evening and 

early morning, it has a most striking effect, and so fragrant that a small bed 
will perfume the whole surrounding atmosphere. If the plants are taken up 
in the fall cut back and potted,they will bloom freely all winterin the house. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

NIGELLA, LOVE-iIN-A-MIST. 
Hardy annual, known as ‘‘Devil-in-Bush’”’ and ‘‘Lady-in-Green,” because 

the blossoms are partially concealed by the abundance of finely cut foliage. 
The plant and flower are both handsome, and require but little care. Pkt.. 
75 seeds, 3 cts. 

. NOLANA. 
Beautiful trailing plants, almost equal to the Portulaca for growing in 

masses, and unsurpassed for baskets, pots, vases or rock work. The flower 
8 similar in shape toa morning glory. Pkt., 40 seeds, 3 cts. 

NASTURTIUMS, DWARF. 

FINEST MIXED. 

The best ever produced and not surpassed for gorge- 
ousness of colors and brilliancy of effect, embracing 
every known good sort, including Aurora, Empress of 
India, Lady Bird, King Theodore, Pearl White, Ruby 
King, New Brilliant, Yellow and Spotted King. In 
Dwarf Nasturtiums I consider my special mixed the 
best that money can buy; the price may appear high 
for this strain, but it is made up especially for 
critical buyers that have the money to spend for THE 
BEST ONLY. Dwarf Nasturtiums now rank with Sweet 
Peas and Pansies as a favorite and fashionable flower. 
Pkt., 25 seeds, 4 cts.; oz., 12 cts.; % Ib., 400. 

DWARF NASTURTIUMS. 

GoopD MIXED. 

The same grade as is usually sold, and very fine, 
Pkt., 20 seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 ots. 



DWARF NASTURTIUMS, AURORA. 
The ground color is a chrome-yellow, the upper petals being of a 

somewhat lighter tint, while the two lower petals are spotted and 
veined with purplish-carmine Pkt., 20 seeds, 4 cts. 

DWARF NASTURTIUMS, EMPRESS OF ENDIA. 
The leaves are of a dark purplish-blue color, making a suitable background 

for the brilliant crimson-scarlet flowers Pkt., 20 seeds, 4 cts. 

DWARF NASTURTIUMS, Laby Birb. 
The ground color of the flowers is rich golden yellow, each petal barred with a 

broad vein of bright ruby-crimson. Pkt., 20 seeds, 4 cts. 

DWARF NASTURTIUMS, SPOTTED KING. 
Rich orange spotted with maroon. Pkt., 20 seeds, 4 cts. 

NEW CLIMBING NASTURTIUMS, Madam Gunther’s Hybrids. 
A new section obtained by artificial hybridizing, and distinguished by dark 

colored foliage and flowers of a jichness and variety of coloring not to be found 
in any of the different classes of Nasturtiums heretofore grown. Colors in these 
new hybrids include various shades of rose, salmon, bright red, pale yellow, etc., 
either self-colored or spotted, mottled, stripedand margined. Pkt., 20 seeds, 
5 cts.; oz., 12 cts.; 4 Ib., 40 cts. 

TALL NASTURTIUMS, FINEST MIXED. 
I also offer a special mixture of the Tall, or climbing Nasturtiums, made upon 

the same basis as the Dwarf Variety finest mixed, from_the best named and 
brightest colors only. Pkt., 25 seeds, 4 cts.; oz., 10 cts. 

TALL NASTURTIUMS, GocpD MIXED. 
Free bloomers and many bright colors. Pkt., 20 seeds, 3 cts.; 0z., 8 cts. 

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES. 
All the annual varieties mixed, many of them being really handsome in growth, 

and all of them desirable for winter bouquets, if cut while green and dried in 
the shade. Large Fkt., 4 cts. 

CENOTHERA, (EVENING PRIMROSE). 
Saucer-shaped flowers of various colors and enormous size, often as large as a 

Moonflower; very striking and fragrant. Fkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

OXALIS. 
It is not generally known that these annual varieties of Oxalis are fully equal 

for edgings to the variety grown from bulbs. Miaed colors. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 3 cts. 
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PASSION FLOWER, INCARNATA. 

(MAY POPS.) 
Handsome rapid growing climber for greenhouse 

or sunny position in open ground. Flesh white 
with purple rays, blossoms first season from seeds. 
Pkt., 20 seeds, 8 cts. 

L. F. Worrall, Wagontown, Pa., Jan. 25, 1899, writes:—I 
take this opportunity to inform you what luck I had last 
summer in RESINS Geraniums from seeds bought of yw-u. 
I have ten that will be ready to bloom thissumner. J am 
proud of them. I also raised two Lantanas from your‘ eeus 
that will bloom this summer. ] have four primrores in 
bloom at present. seedlings from yourstrain. Wishing you 
further success in the future. 



Sweet Scented Pansies. 

SWEET SCENTED PANSIES. 

The Perfume of the Violet. The Beauty of the Pansy. 

This new class is the result of crossing the Pansy (viola trical »r) with 
the Sweet Violet (v/olu cornut ); the resulting hybrids, in addition to re- 
taining the delightful Violet Perfume, produce the most beautiful Pansy- 
like blossoms, 2 to 2% inches across, of great substance and of an endless 
variety ofcolors. ‘They are not all equally fragrant, though the majurity 
are as highly scented as the sweetest Violet, and the other high merits 
of this new strain, aside from their perfume, destine them to wide pop- 
ularity. Mixedcolors. Pkt., 100 seeds, G cts. 

Specimen jy | 

Royal Show . 

Pansy. Actual size, 2% inches. 

Zy, MINN. 
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ROYAL SHOW PANSIES 
Is a mixture especially prepared by myself from separate 
strains and colors of all the Jargest fowering and finest va- 
rieties that can be secured in Europe, and isi nsurpussed 
in beauty colorings and narkings. Pkt., 50 seeds, G 
cts.; Pkt., 100 seeds, 10 cts. 

BLACK PRINCE PANSY. 
A distinct pansy of sterling merit. Therich, glossy black 

has a peculiarly soft, velvety appearance, the magnificent 
large Howersare of fne circular form and carried upright 
well above the foliage; the piente are of very compact, 
bushy habit, andflower soprofusely that a bed of the Black 
Prince makes a sight not often equalled. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 6 cts. 
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GIANT WHITE SPOTTED PANSY. 
The flowers are very large, pure white with a violet blotch on 

the three lower petals, of good form and substance. Pkt., 
seeds, 6 cts. 

100 

NEW RED MIXED PANSY. 
The most brilliant Pansy Mixture ever offered, made up from 

a collection of all the best red and fiery shades which have been 
produced up to date by the expert Pansy Growers of Europe 
America. lf you want red pansies try this mixture. Pkt., 
seeds, 5 cts. 

GIANT YELLOW PRINCE PANSY. 
The color is pure golden yellow, shaded canary sometimes with 

the three lower petals marked with 
hair lines. It is impossible to oral 

an d 
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PANSY. 
GOOD MIXED. Fine for bedding, many rich colors. Pkt., 

100 seeds, 3 cts. 

urplish, or red blotches and 
uce by means of the printer’s 

art the grand depth of brilliant color presented by this beautiful 
Pansy when well grown. Pkt., 100 seeds, 6 cts. 

EMPEROR FREDERICK PANSY. 
The first color is deep, velvety brown, shaded into a narrow band 

of deep golden yellow, which borders each petal. The per- 
fect flowers show a distinct face marking a rich gold and deep 
brown. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 



KN Pansy : 
FIRE KING PANSY. 

This novelty comes almost absolutely true, scarcely a plant bear- 
ing flowers at variance from the type, which is very distinct and 
striking. The three lower petals each havea large blotch of deep 
brown-red or magenta, margined with yellow, while the upper pet- 
als are of a bright reddish-brown, of a real fiery shade, warrant- 
ing the name Fire Kinc. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

SNOW QUEEN PANSY. 
Pure satiny white with yellow dotin center of flower, sometimes 

marked near center with faint blue or purple lines; altogether the 
least picturesque of any of the different classes of Pansies; it is 
very highly prized by a great many pansy lovers for just that rea- 
son. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

METEOR PANSY. 
Color bright canary yellow; the three lower petals are variously 

spotted with mahogany-brown, while the two upper petals vary 
from reddish-brown to dark purple, narrowly margined with gold 
or silver. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 
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PEACOCK PANSY. 
A beautiful variety of ultramarine blue in the upper petals of 

the flower, edged with a thin white line, within which is a space 
of purplish crimson, passing into a rich central blotch of deep 
blue, shading to black, named ‘‘Peacock’’ because the blending 
colors resemble the feathers of a peacock. Pkt., 100 seeds, 
4 cts. 

NEW IMPERIAL GERMAN PANSY. 

This mixture embraces seed of over fifty colors and markings, 
and is guaranteed to equal any strain offered as Imperial Ger- 
man. Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 

NEW GIANT TRIMARDEAU PANSY. 
Remarkable for the extra large size of the flowers, which, how- 

ever, are not so circular in form as the ‘‘Imperial German’’ or the 
“Royal Show.” Pkt., 100 seeds, 6 cts. 

NOTIGE.—One packet each of the fourteen varieties of Pan- 
sies for §5 cts. 



GIANT PETUNIA, CRIMSON QUEEN. 
Immense flowers, four to five inches across, with fringed = : Wm edges and deep veined throat. Color a beaatiful rich crim- thes Aag® | son. Pkt., 50 seeds, 8 cts. 

WW ANS { \\| \ i : wt ) | | : SINGLE PETUNIA, SNOWBALL. 
—~ NM \" I Fonte ohout cient upehes High mee pure satiny white ZA AH » and makes a beautiful edging or bedding plant, S SS \ Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. ae 

Ni) NEW STAR PETUNIA. 
An exquisite variety either for the garden or pot 

culture, each flower having distinct white, star-like 
stripes, on rich purplish-red ground. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 4 cts. 

PETUNIA, HYBRIDA. Finest Mixed. 
Asplendid mixture, embracing all colors. They 

are excellent for bedding or massing. Pkt., 100 
seeds, 5 cts. 

YJ) LAA = PETUNIA, HYBRIDA. Good Mixed. 
3 —— SN : Many colors and a good bedding variety. Pkt. hy 100 seeds, 3 cts. : | 

PETUNIA, DOUBLE. 
Finest varieties carefully fecundated with best 

double flowers, and will produce from twenty-five | 
to forty per cent. of double flowering plants. Some | 
double, fringed in all shades of colors existing in | 
Petunias and the blossoms that come single will be 
of thegrandifloratype. Pkt.,50seeds, 10 cts. | 

| PETUNIA, LADY OF THE LAKE. 
Some magnificent double, pure white, beautifully 

fringed, can be obtained from this strain. Pro- 
duces about twenty to thirty per cent. of double 
flowers. Pkt., 50 seeds, 10 cts. 

Mrs. Minnie Swingle, Janesville. Ohio, May 16th, 1899, 
writes:-The seeds arrived safely some time ago, and a great 
many of them are up and doing fine. My Cobeas Scanders 
are growing beautifully. The seeds we got of yon last year 

PETUNIA GRANDIFLORA, LARGE FLOWERING. and t:e year before gave great satisfaction. The Colum- 
faixed. bine area massof bloom. Wishing you great success this 

Ss s . . . s s year. 

The largest flowering and richest colored variety in cultivation. Single flow- Mrs. Otto Kleim, Kendallville, Ind., July 2ist, 1899, writes: 

ers frequently measure Over five inches in diameter, ruffled cr fringed on the My Centurea Margueritis blossomed in nine seeks after | 
edges and beautifully veined, with various shades of purple, rose, lavander, yel- sowing seeds, and every one that sees them has fallen in 
low and crimson. Pkt., 100 seeds, 8 cts. love with them. My Sweet Peas are lovely. 
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Phlox Drummondii Grandiflora. 

PHLOX DRUMMONDIE GRANDIFLORA. 
Their long duration in bloom, combined with their al- 

most unequaled 1ickness of color, renders them of invalu 
able service in the flower garden. Thecolors range in 
every conceivable shade; producing flowers twice the size 
of common Phlox Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts.; Large 
Pkt., 200 seeds, 6 cts. 
One packet each of the entire ccilection of Phlox. 

8 pkts., 25 cts- 

PHLOX, LARGE FLOWERING BRILLIANT 
SCARLET. 

A most effectual color for bedding. 
4 cts. 

PHLOX, LARGE FLOWERING, PURE WHITE. 
Large, round flowers of splendid substance. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

PHLOXES, “STARRED AND FRINGED.” 
These ‘Starred and Fringed Phloxes”’ are really entitled to rank as a 

new rac-. Inthe Fringed Flowers the petals are partly fimbriated and 
partly three-toothed, in more than 20 distiuct shades. In the Starred 
Phioxes the pointed central teeth of the petals are five or six times as 
long as the lateral ones and project beyond them like little spines, giving 
the flowers a starlike form. Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

PHLOX, HORTENSIA FLOWERED. 
These are undoubtedly one of the handsomest species of the Phlox fam- 

ily. The flowers are borne in large umbels, just like a Hydrangea. Pkt., 
100 seeds, 5 cts. 

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, Goop MIXED. 
Invaluable for bedding and cut flowers; an excellent strain. Pkt., 

100 seeds, 3 cts. 

PHLOX, DOUBLE FLOWERING. 
A very desirable class. Flowers are double and semi-double and last 

much longer than those of the single Phlox. The white is especially val- 
uable as a cut flower. Allcolors mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds, 5 cts. 

PHLOX, NEW YELLow. 
New yellow Phlox is a rich straw-yellow of warm and glowing tone, 

flowers extra large and fineform. Pkt., 100 seeds, 6 cts. 

PORTULAGA, DOUBLE FLOWERED. 
One of ths most showy and beautiful annuals, with abundant, highly- 

colored flowers. For baskets, beds, masses or edging it is invaluable. 
The seed I offer has been saved with extra care from the finest colors and 
wil! give a good proportionof doubleflowers. Pkt., 300 seeds, 4cts. 

PORTULAGA, SINGLE. 

A great variety of colors mixed. Pkt., 300 seeds, 3 cts. 

Pkt., 100 seeds, 



PRIMULA SINENSIS. 
(GHINESE PRIMROSE.) 

Many persons seem to think Primulas are suc- 
cessfully propagated only in a greenhouse,hence 
we find amateurs often reluctant to attempt 
their culture. They are unequaled as winter 
bloomers, easily grown, if the right conditions 
are observed, and give a succession of flowers 
throughout the season, and are prized for both 
the beauty and their delicatefragrance. Single 
fringed, finest mixed, pki., 40 seeds, 8 
cts. Good mixed, nkt., 40 seeds, G cts. 

PRIMULA, DOUBLE. 
Best mixed of all colors. Pkt., 20 seeds, 

14 cts. 

PRIMULA OBCONICA. 

Primula Obconica is as near an everblooming 
lant as it is possible to obtain. It has been 
own to flower for over twelve months without 

a break. Pkt., 40 seeds, 5 cts. 

THE MEXICAN PRIMROSE. 
The superb colors, combined with 

airy grace and beautiful form, goes 
to make a flower which is almost 
perfection. The plant seldom grows 
over ten inches in height, but in- 
clines to a trailing habit, sweeping 
its branches out over the ground, or 
drooping over the sides of the pot, 
holding its large silky flowers erect, 
as a window plant it combines great 
hardiness and ease of culture, with 
unrivaled beauty and profusion of 
bloom. Inthe open ground it grows 
freely and blooms profusely, will 
thrive well under any and all condi- 
tions and bloom the year round in 
pots or during the spring, summer 
and fall in the garden. Pkt., 40 ' - 
seeds, 6 cts. 

POPPY, THE SHIRLEY: 
It is perfectly hardy and flowers ‘ A 

the first season from seed. The flow- ~ 
ers are large, exceedingly graceful 
and elegant; the colors are pure, soft YW 

range from blush 
white rose, delicate pink and car- ; 
mine, through innumerable tints to 7 

Pkt., 

and varied, and 

bright sparkling crimson, 
200 seeds, 4 cts. 

NEW CARDINAL POPPY. 
_ The plants grow about sixteen 
inches high, and are well furnished 
with deeply-cut, dark green foliage, 
which shows off the enormous double 
glowing cardinal-scarlet flowers. On 
close inspection, each of the perfect- 
ly fringed petals will be found lined 
with white, while on the back of the 
flower a white Maltese cross stands 
out in sharp relief. Pkt., 200 
seeds, 4 cts. 
Mrs. Verona Smith, Le Mars, Iowa, 

dan, 16, 1899, writes:—I have bonght seeds 
from you forthe past six vears and must 
say am perfectly satisfied withthem. Our 
Sweet Peas and Pansies have been the 
largest_and most beautiful of any in our 
bain: Wishing you a long life of pros- 
perity. 

Double Poppies— Mixed. 

DOUBLE POPPIES MIXED. 
For dazzling richness and_variety of colors, 

the flowers are unequaled. Simply scatter the 
seeds in the open ground and a mass of beauty 
will result which will be a constant source of 
pleasure. Pkt., 200 seeds, 3 cts. 

ICELAND POPPIES. 
These fine perennial poppies produce flowers in 

great abundance the first year from the seed. 
The colors range from the purest white and yel- 
low to the deepest glowing orange scarlet, and 
have a delicious fragrance. For vase or house 
decorations they rank among the loveliest. 
Mixed colors, Pkt., 100 seeds, ~ cts. 



Ricinus Zanzibariensis. 

RICINUS ZANZIBARIENSIS. 
An entirely new class from Africa, with leaves often measuring 

two feet across; the seeds are marbled, speckled and spotted. 
Pkt., 6 seeds, 4 cts. 

RICINUS, CAMBOGIENSIS. 
Large, palm-like leaves of a brilliant, bronzy-red maroon color, 

with large red veins. Pkt., 6 seeds, 4 cts. 

RICINUS, CASTOR-OIL BEAN. 
Many choice varieties mixed. Pkt., 6 seeds, 3 cts. 
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New Dwarf Rose. 

ROSE, MULTIFLORA TRUE. 

Roses From Seed, Blooming in 60 Days. 

With seed of these new Roses plants may be bad in bloom in 60 
days from time of sowing. Plant at anytime. They grow quickly 
and flowers appear in large clusters, and in such quantity that a 
plant looks like a bouquet. Perfectly hardy in the garden where 
they bloom all summer. In pots they bloom both summer and 
winter. From a packet of seed one will get Roses of various col- 
ors—white, pink, crimson, ete.—no two alike and mostly perfectly 
double and very sweet. Pkt., 30 seeds, 8 cts. 

Marguerite L. Gibson, Salem, N. J., March 20, 1899, writes:—I got my Sweet 
Pea seed from you last year, and a more perfect or handsomer assortment 
of Sweet Peasthan I had, it would be hard to find. They bloomed all of 
the time until the hard frost came, and I have some in a south window in 
the house now. 
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Se) ae A beautiful free-flowering annual, dense 
heads of bloom andis of a very compact 
and regular habit of growth, and when 
planted close together make an effec- 
tive bed, as the flowers completely 
cover the plants. The flowers of 

a fine lustrous purple—red, 
bright crimson, rose colored 
and pure white, perfectly 
double and imbricated; very 
valuable for bouquets. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 3c. 
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SMILAX. 
One of the most de- 

sirable window vines 
on account of its 
charming,glossy green 
elegant and graceful 
foliage, and will grow 
several feet high the 
first season. Started 
in the spring it affords 
elegant trellis plants 
for the house in win- 
ter; also fine for hang- 
ing baskets. Pkt., 50 
seeds, 4cts.3 402., 
18 cts. 

Salpiglossis.* 

SALPIGLOSSIS, GRANDIFLORA. 
The graceful flowers, borne on long stems, range in color from the most deli- 

cate shades of light blue and straw color to the deepest purple and richest 
brown and maroon. The quaint funnel-shaped flowers somewhat resemble those 
of the petunia, and are borne on long stems in great profusion. The metallic 
gloss and distinct veining of the petals present almost the appearance of jeweled 
enamels. Large Flowering mixed. Pkt., 150 seeds, 3 cts. 

SWEET ROCKET (HESPERIS.) 
The Sweet Rocket produces clusters of flowers which are very fragrant dur- 

ing the evening. The seed rapidly germinates in the open ground with very lit- 
tle care. Hardy perennial, one and a half feet high. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

Miss Stella Scofield, Ortonville, Minn., Feb. 25th, 1899, writes:—I wish to say I was much 
ea aan the seeds obtained from you last year. The Nasturtiums and Asters were 
especially fine. 

—— 

Scarlet Sage. 

SCARLET SAGE (SALVIASPLENDENS) 
One of the grandest plants in cultivation—a bed 

of them surpassing the finest scarlet geraniums in 
brilliancy and continuous bloom; the lower spikes 
often measnre ten to twelves inches in length, and 
there are as many as two hundred spikes on a well 
rown plant. From the time they first begin to 
ower, the plants are never out of bloom until 

killed by late frosts. It is easily grown from seed 
and the purchase of plants should be abandoned. 
Pkt., 30 seeds, 4 cts. 

SALVIA FARINACEA. 
The plants form dwarf,compact bushes, with long 

spikes of beautiful blue flowers, which makes a 
_ charming contrast when grown with the scarlet 
described above. Pkt., 40 sceds, 4 cts. 
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S Mlle, STOCK, WHITE PERPETUAL. SoM 
(Princess Alice.) 28 ( 43 Je 

The individual flowers are uncommonly large, ofa fine,rosette- Ze WNERPO oS 
like.shape, and of the purest possible white. If sown early will NaS : “T, MINN. oS 
produce a great abundance of bloom from June until Novem- 
ber. Pkt., 50 seeds, 5 cts. 

STOCK. 
Peach Blossom. 
The plants are of 

neat pyramidal habit 
of growth crowned 
with magnificent 
heads of beautiful 
shaped, perfectly dou- 
ble sweet scented flow- 
ers of a delicate peach 
blossom color. For 
beauty and long con- 
tinuance of bloom, it 
is unsurpassed; and 
the delightful fra- 
grance renders it very 
desirable for bou- 
quets, etc. Pkt., 50 
seeds, 4 cts. 

Miss Lucy B. Small, 
No. Chesterville, Maine, 
writes:—I wish you could 
see my Aster and Pansy 
beds, they are beautiful. 
TI planted a paper of Roy- 
al Show Pansies contain- 
ing 50 seeds and 48 of 
them grew, and all the 
other seeds came up ac- 

Largest Flowering Stocks. acai: edvoraoceee Schizanthus. 

ea orrene TEN “bbe rete SCHIZANTHUS. 
he Largest Flowering Globe Pyramidal. 

Immense spikes of perfectly double flowers, pyramidal in shape, (BUTTERFLY FLOWER). 
the individual blooms frequently measuring from 2 to 2% inches f : ‘ 
in diameter, ranging in Sataes tion: crimson, rose, white. blue, Elegant and very free blooming annuals; of much interest and 

i 7 prized f t flowers beauty,and when well grown rival in singularity of colors and mark- 
eee eo de at cola wick, 50 ings of the orchids, large flowers spotted with crimson, lilac. purple 

ds, 4 ct and yellow, and the petals are cut ina picturesque manner. In 
SES CSrice OCS: pots in the conservatory or house few plants are more attractive; 

STOCKS, DWARF GERMAN TEN WEEKS. also elegant in a bouquet or vase, and fine for bedding. Pkt., 
Fine mixed. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts. 150 seeds, 3 cts. 
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Sy RllPe SWEET PEAS. 
B(44)8 BEST NEW MIXED. 
=\—~J Owing to a special demand 

“Z ANNEAPOL/5 for all the new and finer 
named varieties, I have se- 
lected all the large flowering 
and most distinct sorts, espec- 
ially for those that can afford 
to pay for the scarce and 
rarer varieties that hereto- 
fore have been too expensive 
to include in a mixture, in- 
cluding in all some twenty- 
five or thirty named varieties. 
This I call my BEST MIXED 
and I can particularly recom- 
mend it as extv~a choice and 
fine. Pkt., 100 seeds 5 

< cts.; oz., 10 cts.; % Ib., 
25 cts.; Ib., 90 cts. 

SWEET PEAS. 
_ FINE MIXED. 

This strain, although not 
embracing the new seedlings, 

— . contains a beautiful assort- Double Sweet Peas, 
\ Cif y : \ mentof the famous ECKFORD 
eee 6) \ S40 SWEET PEAS. Pkt., 100 NEW DOUBLE SWEET PEAS. 
Se YY seeds, 4 cts.; 0z., 8 cts.; Double Sweet Peas are of i bl | NY > -& RS Y 2 r incomparable | 

4 Ib., 20 cts.;lb., 65 cts. beauty. The plants are of Saigancy aa han 
S NEW DWARF WHITE CUPID growth, producing a lavish profusion of 

SCS. SWEET PEA. richly fragrant flowers; the flowers are ex- 
; S ; : 5 . tra large, frequently measurin yer tw Grows but five incheshigh ; Bes Neg y SB OVeL we inches across. They will not allcome dou- 

NEW DWARF PINK CUPID SWEET PEA. eatin eee a bie, but if the plants are grown strong and 
PINK GUPID bears generally three and sometimes fect mass of white_the leaves .UxuUriant, they usually produce from 20 to 

40 per cent. of double blossoms. Pkt., 100 four flowers toa stem. The illustration above was ac- pj : . : r . eing quite hidden. The flow- 2 
curately engraved from a photograph, exactly natural ers, of/fine formand! larce seeds, 6 cts.; oz., 10 cts. 

YVVNS 

Ss > SS 

size. The flowers are identical with the tall-growing 
Blanche Ferry and are always fully equal in size. The Sie es pettal PERENNIAL PEAS, 
standard is a bright rose pink, while the wings are j, f4i] bloom two months (LATHRYRUS). 
pure white orlight pink. It will be without a rival as xe 
a bedding and border annual, for its color and frag- HON SU SNL Oae Se SE BSy, do DO aor ene concn pees 
rance make it a rare novelty. Pkt., 50 seeds, 6 cts. : Suen Pad cheat eke hice cube Ree oa et cr nS Pkt., 75seeds, 5cts.30z., eautiful. They are perfectly hardy and 

THUNBERGIA (BLACK-EYED SUSAN). 1492 cts. live year after year bearing magnificent 
Very elegant, slender-growing climbers, rapidly cov- SWEET PEAS clusters of flowers and bloom early in the 

ering wire trellises, and also useful for vases in the : spring. Pkt., 25 seeds, 3 cts. 
garden or house. The colors are pure white, light yel- GOOD MIXED. Mig ohredewhites Gane Wanitehe Meena 

low and deep orange. They continue in flower all sum- Pkt., 75 seeds, 3c;0z.Gc}3 1999.'The Nasturtiums I cot from you last year | 
mer. Mixed. Pkt., 20 seeds, 3 cts. % Ib.» 15 cts.; Ib., 45 cts. done wonders, I had thousands of blossoms. ~ | 
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APPLE BLOSSOM-Bright, rosy pink standards, blush 
wings. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 
BLANGHE FERRY-—Beautiful combination of pink and 

white, very fragrant. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.;0z., Scts. 
BLANGHE BURPEE—Pure white, extra large flowers. se- 

lected stock. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.30z., 8 cts. 
BLUSHING BEAUTY-—Very fine and extra large; rich,|soft, 

fleshy rose. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.; 0z., S cts. 
BOREATTON— Deep dark, marcon blossoms, rich and velvety. 

Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.; oz., S cts. 
BRONZE KiNG—Very novel andunique. Standard ofa curi- 

ous terrr-cotta tint, supposed to be bronze; wings ivory white. 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 
BUTTERFLY—Standards and wings white, faintly suffused 

avender; entire flower edged with blue. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 
cts.5; 0z., 8 cts. 
GAPTAIN OF THE BLUES-—Tbhe nearest approach to blue. 

arge expanded form,-standards purple-mauve, wings lighter, 
shading to pale blue. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts., oz., 8 cts. 
. GOUNTESS OF RADNOR-— Standards light mauve, fad- 
ing into a soft lavender, wings of a lighter shade. Pkt., 50 
seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 
FIREFLY—Best and brightest of scariets. Standard fiery scar- 

let, wings crimson scarlet. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 

“i 

GAIETY—Bright and lively stripes of crimson on white ground. 
Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 cis. 
MRS. JOS. GHAMBERLAIN-—One of the largest and hand- 

somest of Eckford’s latest novelties. The color is very effective, 
the whole flower having a white ground which is heavily striped 
with rose. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts.; oz., 8 cis. 

LEMON QUEEN—Color delicate blush tinted lemon. Pkt., 
50 seeds, 3 cts.;3 oz., 8 cis. 
RAMONA-—Soft flesh-pink stripes on white ground, very dainty 

and delicate. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 
VENUS —Of the largest expanded form; color a rich salmon- 

buff. Pkt., 5@ seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 
WAVERLY-—Standard rosy-claret; wings blue, shaded and 

laced with rose. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 

LADY MARY GURRIE—A deeporange pink, delicately shaded 
rosy-lilac. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts.; oz., 10 cts. 

KATHRINE TRAGY—Soft, but brilliant pink, of precisely 
the same shade in wings and standard. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 
cts.; oz., 8 cts. 
COUNTESS OF POWERS—A glowing orange suffused 

with light purple, very novel. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4c; o0z., 10c. 
COQUETTE—Deep primrose shaded fawn. Pkt., 50 seeds, 

3 cts.; oz., 8 cts. 

ONE PACKET EACH OF THE ENTIRE COLLECTION, INCLUDING THREE PACKETS ON COLORED PLATE, 60 CTS. 
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Sweet William. 

SWEET WILLIAM (DIANTHUS BaR- 
BATUS). 

The Sweet William is one of the finest flowering plants 
among the hardy perennials. The flowers have a wide 
range of bright colors and varied markings, including 
the finest auricula-eyed varieties. Single and double 
mixed. Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 

SOLANUM (JERUSALEM CHERRY). 
A miniature orange tree, covered all winter with a 

profusion of scarlet fruit. The foliage is very beauti- 
ful, but the fruit is the chief attraction. Pkt., 50 , 

, ors. Pkt., 75 seeds, 3 cts. seeds, 3 cts. 

SNOWBALL, SGCABIOSA. 
The flowers are very large, measuring 

fully two inches in diameter, of purest 
white and very double. It comes quite 
true from seed. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 
cts. 

SCABIOSA. 
DOUBLE BLACK. 

A new variety with elegant double 
black-purple flowers—so deep in color 
as to appear nearly coal black. Pkt., 
50 seeds, 4 cts. 
SGABIOSA.-— Mixed double, all col- 
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VIOLET (VIOLA). 
The Violet should not be want- 

ing in any garden, on account of 
its fragrance and early appear- 
ance. A single flower will per- 
fume awholeroom. Succeeds best 
in a shady, sheltered place, and 
can be easily increased by divid- 
ing the roots. Finest mixed. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 4 cts. 

VINCA ROSEA. 

A free flowering perennial,with 
glossy green foliage and beauti- 
ful circular flowers of a fine rose 
color. If sown early under glass, 
and transplanted in a warm sit- 
uation, will bloom in the sum- 
mer and autumn, and may be 
potted for the house before frost. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 3 cts. 



Mammoth Verbena. 

MAMMOTH VERBENA. 
Flowers of unusual size, single flowers sometimes being as large as a 

twenty-five cent piece, while the clusters of bloom are magnificent, and 
the range of color more vivid thanin any other mixture. For garden 
beds or massing the Verbena is unrivaled; flowers of the most brilliant 
color, blooming continually from spring until Jate in the autumn. Al- 
though perennials, they bloom profusely the first season from seed. 
Pkt., 100 seeds, 6 cts. 

© 2 PURE WHITE VERBENA. 25% (-47. ) 
: 5 ae 
(GANDIDISSIMA.) ANNEAPOY 5 

A fine strain of large flowering, pure white TS 
Hybrid Verbena; trusses large and borne freely 
at all times; always comes true from seed. Pkt., 50 
seeds, 4 cts. 

STRIPED VERBENA. 
Very showy striped flowers of many bright colors. Pkt., 

75 seeds, 4 cts. 

DEFIANCE VERBENA. 

True, brightest scarlet. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts. 

VERBENA HYBRIDA. 
Fine mixed, from a splendid range of colors. Pkt., 75 

seeds. 3 cts. 

VERBENA ODORATA. 
This lovely Verbena is hardy; seed may be sown in the 

open ground early in the spring. The blossoms, instead of 
being inclusters, run up into spikes three or four inches 
long, and is very sweet scented. Pkt., 75 seeds, 3 cts. 

LEMON VERBENA. 
This elegant, fragrant plant is easily grown from seed 

and succeeds anywhere. Havea good bed of it in the gar- 
den over summer, that you can cut its fragrant foliage and 
Hower to make up with bouquets. Pkt., 100 seeds, 

cts. 

WALL FLOWER SINGLE PARISIAN. 
Wallflowers are the most deliciously fragrant of all gar- 

den flowers; theircultivation has been restricted, however, 
because they did not bloom until the year after the seed 
was sown; this new annual variety will flower throughout 
the summer and fall from seed sown the same spring. 
Every one should now grow some and enjoy the pleasing 
fragrance of the cinnamon-colored flowers. Pkt., 75 
seeds, 4 cts. 

WALLFLOWER. DOUBLE, MIXED. 
Spikes of deliciously fragrant double flowers, combining 

many shades of color, chocolate and orange-purple pre: 
dominating. Pkt., 50 seeds, 4 cts. 
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WUPo,%, ee ZINNIAS, DOUBLE LILLIPUT. 
2 48 &: Dwarf, compact bushes, bearing very small, 
> RAINNEAPOL/5. < perfectly double, pompon-shaped flowers of the 

brightest colors, which cover the plant during 
the entire summer and until frost sets in. The 

ye flowers embrace a wide range of both light and 
2 dark colors, evenly distributed. Pkt. 

seeds, 6 cts. 
ZINNIA. 

Choice double mixed. Pkt., 50 seeds, 3 cts. 

A Beautiful Lawn 
With its close, velvety turf, is a most essen- 
tial feature in the adornment of all subur- 
ban homes—without it the finest flowering 
plants and bedding seem insignificant,while 
with it handsome grounds are assured, even 
with no other adornment, 

ABOUT APRIL ist IS THE BEST TIME 
TO MAKE A LAWN. 

Lawn Grass Seed 
Is composed of a mixture of Grasses best 
adapted to produce a permanent and fine 
turf, so that a rich deep green, velvety lawn 
is constantly maintained, 

Finest Quality. Quart. 23 cts. 
Finest Quality. 2 Quarts, 40 cts. 
Finest Quality. Peck, 90 cts. 
Finest Quality. Bushel, $3.40 
Good Quality. Quart, 16 cts. 
Good Quality. 2 Quarts, 28 cts. 
Good Quality. Peck, 75 cts. 
Good Quality. Bushel, $2.40 
Lawn Grass Seed by the peck or bushel by 

New Giant Zinnias. express at buyer’s expense. 

NEW GIANT ZINNIAS. 
A new class of Zinnias, giant in size and perfectly double flowers of the richest Mrs. Geo. Hall, Page City, Mo., Jan. 12th, 1899 

and most varied colors and shapes. The plants grow about three feet high and writes:—I received seeds from you last year, an Z A ; = also from other SEEDSMEN, but find yours to be 
bloom freely during a long period, making them particularly valuable forlarge the best varieties and they produce the best plants 
groups. Pkt., 50 seeds, 6G cts. and finest flowers of any yet received. 
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CALCEOLARIA, HYBRIDA. 
A universally admired plant; showy, free-flowering pot 

plants for winter and spring bloom in the house or conser- 
vatory, growing twelve to eighteen inches in height. The 
plants are literally covered with a mass of curiously shaped 
pocket flowers for a period of three months at a time in 
the early spring. The peculiar shape, large size and tigered 
markings of the flower are well shown in illustration. The 
colors are rich and varied, including soft, velvety shades of 
Crimson, Maroon, Brown and Yellow, tigered and blotched 
with deeper shadings. 

PACKET, 200 SEEDS, 12 CENTS. 



SWEET PEAS. 

Per packet, 100 seeds, 6 cents, or 

one packet each of the three varieties 

for 14 cents. 

ro 



that will grow and bloom this season. The best value for the money ever offered. 
Alyssum, Little Gem, Aster—finest mixed, Cosmos—mixed, Chinese 

TENN rar Pinks—best mixed, Helichrysum — mixed, Godetia —mixed, Poppy — 
double and es mixed, SSCL a: finest mixed, Pansy— Royal Show, Phiox— finest mixed, Petumin — finest mixed 
Salpigilossis— mixed, Schizanthus— Butterfly Flower, Sweet Peas — finest mixed, Verbena — finest mixed. THE ENTIRE 
COLLECT TION, one fulissized packet each of the above 15 varicties, raniled to any address FOR 25 CENTS, 

o ELION: for $1.00; for a club of 12 collections only $1.75, enabetet ys) PREE COPY of * Wloricultivrs ”’ 
with each coilection. Why give 25 cents for a singie piant that will bear only haif-a-dozen flowers in a season, wheu the same 
a5 cents will buy this complete assortment of 15 easy-growing annual varieties, at cient te plant your garden? 

pu 

A BARGAIN oe FLOWER SEEDS [oki cans, 
10 Choice Annuais. (Everybody’s favorites), all new, fresh seeds, sure to grow and 

bioom this season. Pansy, 40 colors aud markings; Phiox, 26 colors: Verbena, 6 colors ; 
Pinks, 10 colors; Petunia, 10 colors; Asters, 12 colors ; Baisam, 8 colors: Sweet Peas, 
20 colors : TMignonette sweet and Sweet Alyssum. 

FO R 1 P, CENTS and the name and address of two of your friends who 
grow fiowers, I will send, post-paid, the complete collec- 

tion, one packet each of the ten varieties (enough for any crdinary garden). 
Thisisa BONA FIDE offer, made to introduce my flower seeds to new customers and re 

which I guarantee to please you, or the amount paid refunded and the seeds given as a present. 

CHOICE HYiiXED SEEDS 
i A mtxture of many varieties 0 

beautiful, easy-growing flowers, 
~~ producing a constant and varied bloom the whole season, and is especiaily suited for these who 

wish only a few seeds each of the LEADING VARIETIES, or @ much more extensive col- 
lection than their means wili permit. In no other manner can so tnany seeds be obtained for such 
a SMALL COST. This mixture is especially prepared from Choice, Fresh Seeds, the colors 
and varieties bein carefuily proportioned and will be found superior to any mixture offered. 
They are very useful for sowing alongside the garden fence and on untidy, bare spots of ground, 
and cannot fail to CJ/YVE SATISFACTION. “Pkt., 300 seeds, 4 cents; ounce 14 cents. 
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